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The popular adage “publish or perish” has long defined individual career strategies as
well as scholarly investigations of earnings inequality in academe, as researchers have
relied heavily on research productivity to explain earnings inequality among faculty
members. Academia, however, has changed dramatically in the last few decades: it has
become larger and more demographically diverse, and fears of overspecialization
prompt calls for interdisciplinary approaches. In this new environment, other factors, in
addition to productivity, are likely relevant to our understanding of earnings
differentials. In this article, I assess whether two additional factors—visibility and the
extent of research specialization—contribute to men’s earning advantage. Using
probability samples of tenure-track academics in two disciplines, a variety of data
sources, and innovative measures, I find that both factors are highly relevant to the
process by which earnings are determined. Women earn less than men largely because
they specialize less. Lower levels of specialization hinder productivity, productivity
enhances visibility, and visibility has a direct, positive, and significant effect on salary. I
discuss the practical implications of these
findings
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nequality is a core area of sociology, and
earnings inequality in particular has been central to scholarly investigation because monetary
resources serve as a basis for other resources,
such as power, authority, and autonomy (Smith
2002). Although sociologists have examined
earnings inequality across time (e.g., Maume
2004), place (e.g., Howell and Bronson 1996),
industry (e.g., Kreft and De Leeuw 1994), and
occupation (e.g., Weeden 2002), investigations
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of inequality within occupations are far more
frequent (Morris and Western 1999). Studying
inequality within occupations allows researchers
to control important but difficult-to-measure
occupational characteristics, like segregation
and demand, and parse out the relative influence
of achieved and ascribed characteristics, such as
productivity and gender. Controlling for occupational-level characteristics, however, may
obscure important changes over time that could
alter the relevance and effect of these individual characteristics.
Within academe, for instance, large changes
have occurred in the past few decades—changes
that may have altered the landscape upon which
individuals strive for success. First, academic
research has grown exponentially, not only in
terms of productivity (i.e., number of contributions to scientific journals) but also in terms
of professional associations, journals, and training (Schofer 2004). Perhaps as a response to this
rapid growth, academic fields have diversified—allowing more topics to fall under their
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rubrics—which occasionally leads to the cremodel of faculty earnings. As younger scholars,
including a growing proportion of women and
ation of hybrid fields (Dogan and Pahre 1989b)
minorities, entered academia, researchers began
and encourages individuals to specialize.
to incorporate contextual factors associated
Historical analyses suggest that the rapid growth
with success: institutional type, prestige, size,
of scientific fields (Kuhn 1962) prompts sciand selectivity (Danziger 1982; Rothausenentists to carve out professional niches, often
Vange, Marler, and Wright 2005; Tolbert 1986);
within specialty areas, to foster their professocial networks (Stack 2005); region (Mohanty,
sional identity and make large bodies of literaDodder, and Karman 1986); sex composition of
ture more manageable (Ben-David and Collins
field (Bellas 1994); mobility and oversupply
1966; Price 1963). Working within a specialty
in the academic job market (Langton and Pfeffer
area allows scientists to counteract overcrowd1994); and more comprehensive measures of
ing in their fields, to stand out more easily, and
human capital, such as time out of the labor
to avoid being spread too thin (Hackett 2005).
force (McElrath 1992). Not surprisingly, many
Second, academia has been diversifying demoof these factors are related to gender, allowing
graphically: many disciplines, especially in the
researchers to conclude that women do not earn
social sciences and humanities, have seen a
less than men simply because they produce less.
rapid increase in the proportion of women and
Rather, women tend to be located in less
minorities who hold academic positions (Lee et
research-oriented settings and in female-domal. 2005; Long and Fox 1995). Lack of parity
inated fields and subfields, and they have difbetween these groups and the white men who
ferent kinds of professional networks (Haberfeld
traditionally dominated such positions has been
and Shenhav 1990; Reskin 1978; Tolbert 1986).
the subject of academic research (Ferree and
Research institutions’ norms and standards
McQuillan 1998), university gender equity
regarding promotion, tenure, and merit raises
reports,1 and a controversial speech by a promialso reflect these changes, but they are simulnent university president (SummersDelivered
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2005),
creating a fair bit of tension. Institutions
beyond productivity-based explanations for
and
departments
emphasize not only the quanearnings differentials. When scientific fields
tity
of
research
produced,
but they also expect
were smaller and more homogenous, “publish
scholars
to
make
significant
scholarly contrior perish” was a viable strategy, and quantity of
butions (often through publication in prestipublications was considered the key determinant
gious outlets) and to become well-known and
of valued goods in academe: upward mobility,
well-regarded in their fields. Toward this end,
promotion, and earnings (Bayer and Astin 1975;
research institutions may be encouraging faculty
Reskin 1977, 1979; Zuckerman 1967). As scimembers, especially junior faculty, to specialentific fields grew, scholars began to use more
ize to improve both productivity and visibility.
nuanced definitions of productivity that account
This strategy has been recognized by the Center
for journal of publication, coauthorship, and
for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences,
utilization (Fox 1983; Long 1992) and to examwhich hopes to recruit promising young scholine the relevance of visibility (Hargens and
ars who have “worked narrowly for 6–8 years
Schuman 1990; Sauer 1988). The changing
to get tenure, [and] are now in a position to
demographics of scientific professions also
think more ambitiously about their work and to
prompted sociologists to refine the traditional
take greater intellectual risks.”2 At the same
time, some have expressed grave concern, if
not alarm, about overspecialization and nar1 For examples, see studies by Rutgers University
row-mindedness in science (Blau 1994; Calhoun
(http://fas.rutgers.edu/onlineforms/gender_report.
1992; Collins 1994; Davis 1994; Karides et al.
pdf), North Carolina State University
(http://www.ncsu.edu/equal_op/gender_equity/Reports/
report.pdf), the University of Wisconsin
(http://www.wisc.edu/provost/GEFSguide.html), and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(http://web.mit.edu/gep/about.html).

2 http://www.casbs.org/programs/fellowships/
?PHPSESSID=98e3e0561914a258ed43006e9a2103
04
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2001; Stinchcombe 1994; Turner and Turner
vantage persists across all ranks and institutional types (American Association of
1990). Research funding agencies and profesUniversity Professors 2003–04). The contexsional associations, in a similar vein, have begun
tual, structural factors that sociologists have
encouraging scholars to branch out and meld
brought to bear on this topic have largely been
insights from multiple disciplines, convinced
able to explain women’s lower productivity (Xie
that an interdisciplinary approach to research is
and Shauman 1998), and in turn, salary (Tolbert
useful and potentially ground-breaking (Abbott
1986). The goal of this article is not to explain
2001; Dogan and Pahre 1990). Although the
more of the variation in earnings between men
shared norms and practices of specialty areas
and women, but to elucidate the processes by
(Kuhn 1977) may help members grasp otherwhich such differences arise. Following an
wise complex subjects in a manageable way
overview of prior work and the theoretical devel(Abbott 2001; Dogan and Pahre 1990), they
opment of hypotheses, I discuss the multiple
may also discourage innovative work on probdata sources I use to study academics in two
lems that fall between fields and subfields
fields: sociology and linguistics. After control(Simon 1973; Star 1983).
ling for important structural influences statistiHow, then, have individuals charted their acacally and through my sampling design, I use path
demic careers through this dynamic terrain?
analytic techniques to specify complex interreAre earnings still as dependent upon produclationships between gender, productivity, and the
tivity? Or have new factors come into play as
constructs I introduce, and to assess their influacademic research has grown and become
ence on earnings. The results enhance our
demographically diverse? I contend that in this
understanding of the processes through which
age of scientific specialization, other factors—
inequality arises—a policy-relevant contribution
in addition to individual productivity and the
that has been highlighted by a recent American
contextual factors that sociologists highlight—
Sociological
are needed to understand the earningsDelivered
attainmentby Ingenta
to : Association president (Reskin
2003).
process. In this article I introduce, define,
and
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of research specialization, which are critical to
THE STANDARD MODEL OF
understanding earnings inequality in academia
COMPENSATION
but have heretofore been neglected. Perhaps
Previous studies have modeled gender’s effect
because of measurement concerns or the chalon salary levels by incorporating both the human
lenges collecting data, only a few studies of
capital factors that economists deem important
faculty salary have examined whether visibiliand the structural characteristics that socioloty in one’s field affects earnings, and all such
gists highlight. Researchers typically account for
studies focus on the f ield of economics
other forms of human capital, including edu(Diamond 1986; Hamermesh, Johnson, and
cation (typically by sampling only Ph.D.s) and
Weisbrod 1982; Sauer 1988). No research, on
experience (by statistically controlling for prothe other hand, has even theorized the influfessional age or academic rank), and explicitly
ence of another important dimension of scholtest productivity’s impact on earnings.3 Although
arly research, which I have introduced in a
productivity is typically theorized to mediate the
previous article (Leahey 2006): the extent of
relationship between gender and salary, gender
research specialization. Previous research on
and productivity are typically modeled as two
academics has examined only the impact of
correlated explanatory variables that help
area of specialization (Barbezat 1987; Haberfeld
explain salary differences, as depicted in Figure
and Shenhav 1990; Moody 2004; Ward and
1, Panel A. In various studies (Barbezat 1987;
Grant 1995).
Bayer and Astin 1975; Bellas 1994; Langton and
The constructs I introduce—visibility and
Pfeffer 1994; Levin and Stephan 1998; Morgan
the extent of research specialization—may not
1998), gender and productivity are specified to
only elaborate the relationship between productivity and earnings, but they may also help
us understand gender inequality in greater depth.
3 As in the broader literature on this topic, “proFemale scientists earn only 80 percent, on average, of what male faculty earn, and this disadductivity” refers to research productivity.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Models of Compensation
Note: Gender is coded as “1” for women and “0” for men. And, as in any multivariate model, all exogenous variables in Panel A (gender, productivity, and controls) are intercorrelated.

affect salary, and other factors—often the structural characteristics that sociologists deem
important, here referred to simply as control
variables—are included in the conceptual model
as well. However, the two studies that focus
most closely on structural characteristics (Fox
1981; Tolbert 1986) fail to control for research
productivity.
Occasionally, modifications are made to this
standard model, but few of them adequately
capture the process-oriented paths that I theo-

rize. For example, researchers interested in differential returns to productivity for men and
women specify an interaction between gender
and productivity (Bellas 1993; Fox 1981;
Haberfeld and Shenhav 1990; Tolbert 1986),
typically by estimating separate models for
women and men. Sociologists interested in
structural characteristics such as institutional
type view them theoretically as intervening variables, but resort to modeling them in the way
depicted in Figure 1, Panel A: as contempora-
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neous explanatory variables (Burke et al. 2005;
Fox 1985; Haberfeld and Shenhav 1990). One
modification to the traditional model that I propose—theorizing visibility as a relevant mechanism—has only been undertaken in a few
studies of economists (Diamond 1986;
Hamermesh et al. 1982; Sauer 1988), and the
key construct I develop—the extent of research
specialization—has never been incorporated
into a model of earnings inequality. Yet, as I will
show, visibility and the extent of specialization
are important components of scholarly research
careers that are related to, yet theoretically distinct from, both productivity and the larger
structural forces that sociologists highlight when
explaining men’s earnings advantage. I will discuss each concept in turn.

1982; Sauer 1988) incorporate visibility as a key
explanatory factor, and none of these studies
focuses on gender differences.
Visibility is related to—but distinct from—
both productivity and the more structural forces
that sociologists emphasize when modeling
salary differentials. Visibility is positively correlated with productivity; indeed, we will see
that productivity is one of the largest contributors to visibility. The more scholars publish, the
more their names and their work will become
known to other members of their scientific communities (Cole and Zuckerman 1984; Garfield
1981). But I consider visibility to be a distinct
construct, given that not all highly productive
scholars become visible in their fields, and
some scholars can become quite visible, and
achieve great acclaim, through a single publication. Indeed, Sauer (1988) finds that visibilVISIBILITY
ity and productivity have unique net impacts on
Like productivity, I conceptualize visibility as
salary. Visibility is also related to the larger
a form of capital. Visibility in an academic field
structural characteristics that sociologists highis achieved when people know your name, are
light when trying to understand gender inequalfamiliar with your work, and think highly of
ity in earnings. For example, visibility is
your intellectual contributions. Because the
somewhat
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scholars
of their own gender (Ferber 1988;
Henkens 2005), I view it as social capital that
Ward, Gast, and Grant 1992).
provides opportunities to scholars who possess
it and capitalize on it. These opportunities may
THE EXTENT OF RESEARCH
include receipt of awards and prizes (Cole and
SPECIALIZATION
Cole 1973; Zuckerman 1977), invitations to
give a talk or edit a journal, the receipt of strong
Unlike visibility, which is widely recognized as
letters of support for promotion and tenure, and
important to academic success, most academperhaps external job offers—one of the most
ics have an intuition about the importance of
critical determinants of salary increases. Thus,
research specialization, but it has never been
visibility is a nonpecuniary reward for scientific
incorporated into a model of academic earnings.
work (Diamond 1986) that could have pecuThe idea of specialization, broadly conceived,
niary implications.
has informed sociological and economic
Despite visibility’s import to award commitresearch on gender inequality for some time, but
tees and recruitment and retention efforts, it is
the focus has been on areas of specialization to
typically neglected in investigations of faculty
the neglect of another dimension: its extent.
salary. Research has shown that the visibility of
This is particularly true in studies of academscientists is critical to understanding the strucics, which focus on scholars’ subfields, or speture of scientific fields (Hargens 2000; Moody
cialty areas (Grant and Ward 1991; Grant, Ward,
2004; Small and Crane 1979), variation in career
and Rong 1987; Moody 2004; Stokes and
patterns and promotion (Clemens et al. 1995;
Hartley 1989). These studies take the “building
Long 1992; Sonnert 1995), and mentors’ influblocks of science” (Small and Griffith 1974)
ence (Chubin, Porter, and Boeckmann 1981).
seriously and help us to understand the social
Thus it is surprising that visibility is almost
organization of the field (Ennis 1992), in- and
always overlooked in studies of faculty salary.
out-migration from specialty areas (WagnerOnly a few studies of the discipline of ecoDobler 1997), and intellectual influence and
nomics (Diamond 1986; Hamermesh et al.
overlap (Cappell and Gutterbock 1992; Stokes
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and Hartley 1989). However, largely because
that should be critical to producing specializathey ignore the extent of specialization, these
tion’s benefits. Certainly, other forms of spestudies do not close the gap between the intercialization are possible. The extent of teaching
est in scientific specialization and the number
specialization could assess whether faculty
of concrete empirical investigations on the topic
members teach the same courses repeatedly or
(Wagner-Dobler 1997).
diversify their teaching portfolios. The extent of
Whereas most previous work on specializaservice specialization might capture whether a
tion focuses on the content of specialization, that
scholar engages in the same kinds of department
is, the specialty areas scholars engage in, I highservice (e.g., graduate studies director) year
light the form that specialization takes by examafter year, or whether committee assignments
ining each scholar’s distribution of specialty
are frequently rotated. Even within the realm of
areas. To what extent do scholars specialize,
scholarship, different kinds of specialization
regardless of their areas of specialization?4 I
are possible. For example, one could specialize
conceive of the extent of research specialization
to a great extent by method, by only engaging
as a continuum along which scholars—or, more
in experimental work or only in field research.
accurately, their research programs—are locatA scholar could also specialize theoretically by
ed. This assesses the extent to which an indiemploying the same theoretical framework even
vidual’s body of work is internally homogenous
when studying a variety of substantive topics.
or diverse. It is easy to imagine a categorical disHowever, I choose to investigate the extent of
tribution of each scholar’s various subfields,
specialization in substantive research areas
with some scholars’ research spanning several
because these areas best correspond to acceptsubfields and others’ being confined to one or
ed areas of expertise as delineated by profestwo. Some scholars repeatedly engage with the
sional associations5—few of which embody a
same research topic(s) and tend to write multisingle methodological approach or theoretical
ple papers in that subfield for several years, if
perspective.
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22:11:26 as a form of capital that is relatum lie scholars with very diverse research intered to (yet distinct from) both individual proests who write papers on a wide variety of topics
ductivity and structural characteristics.
and rarely publish on the same topic more than
Specializing serves as professional capital
once.
because it is foundational to almost every conI am particularly interested in the extent to
ceptual definition of professional expertise
which a scholar repeatedly engages in research
(Collins and Evans 2002), and expertise is assoon the same substantive topic, for it is the comciated with a host of benefits, including: legitmunities surrounding substantive research areas
imacy and credibility (Faulkner, Fleck, and
Williams 1998); power, privilege, and influence (Turner 2001); status (Aiken and Sloane
1997); control (Braverman 1975); and author4 The extent of specialization (i.e., its form) and
ity (Smith 2002). As I detail in the next section,
the area of specialization (i.e., its content) are distinct
specializing should increase research producdimensions of specialization that are not necessaritivity (Birnbaum 1981) because it allows a
ly related. Two academics could be similar in all
scholar to gain in-depth knowledge of a research
regards—even with respect to their primary specialarea—its major works and debates—and therety area—but differ dramatically in the extent to which
their successive papers and projects are related to their
by write more efficiently and improve chances
previous work: one could contribute repeatedly to the
of publication. Specialization is also related to
same subfield, whereas another could produce artisome of the structural characteristics that socicles on a wide variety of topics. Two researchers
could even conduct research in the same four areas
(e.g., gender, family, law, and organizations) and yet
specialize to different extents: one researcher could
devote 70 percent of her research to one area and 10
percent to each of the remaining three areas, whereas the other researcher could devote 25 percent of his
time to each area.

5 See, for example, the American Sociological
Association’s list of sections (www.asanet.org/
page.ww?section=Sections&name=Overview) and
the newly devised list of specialty areas (http://www2.
asanet.org/footnotes/septoct05/fn7.html).
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ologists highlight, such as promotion and tenure
standards, the extent of specialization in the
larger discipline (Halliday and Janowitz 1992;
Karides et al. 2001), and efforts to promote
interdisciplinary work. Disciplinary norms may
encourage scholars to specialize in order to
develop a professional identity, whereas funding agencies and universities may encourage
scholars to incorporate insights from multiple
subfields and fields. In addition to tenure criteria, the range of specialty areas within one’s
field may shape the extent to which a scholar can
diversify. The extent of research specialization
in an individual’s research program is shaped by
larger forces, yet it is distinct from them and
therefore deserves separate empirical attention.

GENDER’S EFFECTS

Women’s tendency to produce less than men
has been well-documented and largely
explained, and for these reasons I expect women
to have lower levels of productivity than men.
Female scientists have been found to produce
less than men (Long and Fox 1995; Ward and
Grant 1995; Zuckerman, Cole, and Bruer 1991),
mostly because women are less likely to possess
the family circumstances, structural positions,
and facilitating resources that are conducive to
productivity. These include marriage, institutional type, research funding, research assistance, limits on teaching and service
contributions, helpful social networks, experience beyond the doctoral degree, and placement in a research setting (Fox 2005; Xie and
Shauman 1998). To the extent that I am unable
to control for some of these factors, gender’s
A REFINED MODEL OF
direct effect on productivity should remain.
COMPENSATION
Women are also hypothesized to specialize
less
than men. We know from previous studies
I build upon the standard model of compensathat
men
and women tend to differ in their areas
tion (Figure 1, Panel A) by incorporating visiof
specialization,
whether those are academic
bility and the extent of research specialization
specialty
areas
(Ward and Grant 1995), areas of
Delivered
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areas
of educational focus in college (Davies and
for social research to neglect psychologicallyGuppy 1997), or areas of work (Tomaskovicoriented factors, such as motivation and work
Devey and Skaggs 2002). These studies often
ethic, the neglect of these aspects of scholars’
highlight how females tend to specialize in difresearch is surprising. Rather than assume that
ferent activity areas (e.g., subfields, household
chores, college majors, and jobs) relative to
gender is unrelated to “unmeasured aspects of
their male counterparts. However, they do not
human capital or productivity” as Langton and
provide much theoretical guidance as to whether
Pfeffer (1994:245) do, I conceptualize and caremen or women specialize to a greater extent.
fully measure these typically unmeasured
To substantiate my hypothesis regarding
aspects—including visibility and research spewomen’s tendency to specialize less than men,
cialization—and explicitly incorporate them
I turn to the literature on forms of capital—
into statistical models. Moreover, unlike Tolbert
human, social, and cultural. Recall that I view
(1986) and Fox (1981), I simultaneously account
specializing as professional capital because it
for structural characteristics (such as institubegets all sorts of outcomes that are valued in
tional type and department prestige) and
professional settings, including productivity
(Birnbaum 1981) and recognition (Rifkin et al.
research productivity. These improvements upon
1994). Because previous studies have found
previous models provide a more complete
that women are disadvantaged with respect to
understanding of the general process by which
human, cultural, and especially social capital, I
earnings are determined, particularly how
also expect women to be disadvantaged in terms
women continue to earn less than men in acaof professional capital—that is, to specialize
demic environs. Figure 1, Panel B presents the
less than men. Indeed, men receive better and
conceptual model that I develop and empiridifferent kinds of human capital (Weeden 2002),
cally test. In the following sections, I develop
often specializing in more valued and finana theoretical case for each of these paths and
cially rewarding specialty areas (Fuller and
present directional hypotheses.
Schoenberger 1991; Gerhart 1990). Compared
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(Merton 1959), which can be assessed through
to women, men have more “specialized training”
(Tam 1997) and different types of human capnot only publications but also references to
ital (Paglin and Rufolo 1990) that help them
those publications by others—an indicator of
secure higher earnings and other career benevisibility. Visibility is a nonpecuniary reward for
f its (Gerber and Schaefer 2004; Ishida,
scientific work (Diamond 1986), but if departSpilerman, and Su 1997). Men are also advanments, universities, and disciplines value work
taged with respect to social capital. For examthat is important and useful to other scholars,
ple, men not only have better social networks,
then scholars’ visibility should also be rewardbut they tend to invoke them more freely than
ed financially. Avenues for these increases
do women (Lin, Ensel, and Vaughn 1981;
include raises associated with retention and
Wegener 1991). Women and men also possess
recruitment efforts (particularly counter-offers)
difference amounts and kinds of cultural capias well as merit-based raises. In essence, visital (Kanter 1977), which has been shown to
bility reaps economic rewards.
influence workers’ occupational futures (Deal
and Kennedy 1982).
RESEARCH SPECIALIZATION’S EFFECTS
The expectation that gender will have a direct
effect on salary and an indirect effect on visiI posit that the extent of research specialization
bility is also evident from my conceptual model.
will have a direct and positive effect on two
Women’s disadvantage in terms of salary, which
highly valued goods within academe—produchas been documented in most fields except pertivity and visibility—and an indirect effect on
haps engineering (Morgan 1998; but see Alessio
salary (see Figure 1, Panel B). These hypotheand Andrzejewski 2000), should decrease in
ses are drawn from the literature on areas of spemagnitude and possibly be rendered statisticalcialization, which suggests that specialties are
ly insignificant with the inclusion of various
a prime source of rewards (Bourdieu 1975; Cole
intervening variables. Although research shows
Delivered
by
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to : are pertinent to both career mobili1983) that
visibility to be gendered (Ferber 1988; Ward et
University ofty
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(Knorr-Cetina
1981:69) and claims of experal. 1992), these effects arise onlySun,
indirectly,
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tise
(Abbott
1988;
Gieryn 1999; Lamont and
through productivity: that is, male and female
Molnar
2002).
As
Sonnert and Holton
authors become visible in a research community
(1995:174) note, “a clearly focused research
primarily through their published works (Cole
program in a well-defined research area is comand Zuckerman 1984).
monly considered more advantageous to a career
than undertaking disjointed projects.” How,
PRODUCTIVITY’S EFFECTS
exactly, is productivity enhanced by specializFor similar reasons, I expect productivity to
ing? Specializing in one or a few subfields
positively affect both visibility and salary.
allows one to master the literature, to become
Research scholarship, more so than teaching,
familiar with important debates and gaps and
service, or mentoring, drives visibility in one’s
recognize new developments—all of which can
field, so as scholars publish more, they increase
boost productivity by making successive papers
their chances of becoming known and influenon that substantive topic easier to write and
tial in their scholarly communities (Cole and
more likely to be accepted for publication. How
Zuckerman 1984; Garfield 1981). As scholars
is visibility enhanced by specializing? By devotproduce more scholarly works, they should also
ing a large portion of one’s research to a limitearn more money. This economic tenet, which
ed number of areas, a scholar can come to
lies at the heart of human capital theory, is specknow—and be known by—key players by
ified as a direct path from productivity to salary
attending smaller conferences and the relevant
in Figure 1, Panel B.
section meetings of larger conferences, reviewing peers’ works in progress and manuscripts
VISIBILITY’S EFFECTS
under review, and collaborating with researchers
who have shared interests. Through increased
Visibility in one’s field should have a strong,
productivity and heightened visibility, scholars
positive effect on salary. Rewards in science,
can garner the fame that typically translates
including earnings, are largely based on coninto fortune (or at least a raise), and for this reatributions to the body of scientific knowledge
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son I expect specialization to have an indirect
requires intensive historical knowledge and second-language skills, thereby decreasing inceneffect on salary.
tives to remain in that subfield and become
The pathways hypothesized here may vary by
specialized. Women may also be more likely to
discipline. Previous research has found that stawork in broader, more differentiated subfields,
tus attainment patterns are associated with disand to follow a niche approach by creating their
ciplinary consensus, which is known to be
own areas of expertise (Sonnert and Holton
higher in the natural sciences (Hargens and
1995). Thus, incorporating area as well as the
Hagstrom 1982). However, even across the
extent of research specialization may help illusocial sciences and humanities, which have
minate gender differences in earnings.
been typically understudied (Guetzkow, Lamont,
and Mallard 2004), the processes whereby
resources such as specialization and visibility
DATA AND METHODS
are transformed into material rewards are likeSAMPLE
ly to vary. For example, linguistics has a very
strong core (Dogan and Pahre 1989b) from
The sample I have selected for this study—a 20
which scholars choose a subfield (phonetics,
percent probability sample of tenure-track facphonemics, morphology, syntax, or pragmatulty at Research I universities, taken from facics) without losing touch with the others; in
ulty lists provided by professional associations
this field, gender differences in the extent of speand department Web sites—makes my test of
cialization may be less pronounced, and spegender and research specialization effects parcializing may not be necessary to jumpstart
ticularly stringent. Like most studies of acavisibility. In contrast, sociology has expanded
demics, I begin with a cross-section of
the definition of its subject matter (Karides et
individuals and collect retrospective data on
al. 2001) and fragmented into a large number of
publications and current data on salary to test
poorly connected subfields (Dogan Delivered
and Pahreby Ingenta
the hypotheses
of interest. This sample of indito :
1989b; Rhyne 1995). Indeed, AbbottUniversity
(2000) ofviduals
Arizonaalready in academe (N = 418) is necesargues that sociology is one of the fewSun,
social
29sciJul 2007
22:11:26
sary
given the publication-based measure of
entific disciplines lacking a theoretical, methodresearch specialization, which is incalculable for
ological, and substantive core. Thus, in this
individuals outside (or not yet in) academe who
field, specializing may be a particularly effeclack publications. Thus, the population from
tive way to increase visibility.
which I have drawn my sample is rather selecWhile my primary interest is in conceptualtive, and this is particularly true of the women,
izing, measuring, and modeling a neglected
who are more likely than men to withdraw from
dimension of research specialization (its extent),
science at various stages leading up to acaan examination of the gender differences in
demic employment (National Research Council
specialty areas might add to this analysis. Area
2001; Preston 2004; Rosser 2004) and to enter
of specialization may mediate the direct link I
less prestigious institutional settings, such as
theorize between gender and the extent of speteaching colleges (Grant and Ward 1991).
cialization. Perhaps women specialize less than
Because the women in my sample have career
men because they specialize in different areas—
patterns that most closely mirror men’s, testing
less productive areas that encourage members
for any remaining gender differences is chalto branch out to find collaborators. Previous
lenging. Moreover, by selecting only Research
research suggests that women tend to rely on
I universities—those that award 50 or more
qualitative methods (Grant et al. 1987) and
doctoral degrees per year in at least 15 disciwrite on gender issues (Grant and Ward 1993;
plines (now referred to as extensive research uniLutz 1990) in sociology more often than men.
versities [Carnegie Foundation for the
Perhaps these areas are undervalued, thus
Advancement of Teaching 2001])—and conencouraging women to diversify to add legititrolling for department prestige, I account for
macy to their research program. In addition,
many structural, resource-based influences on
the topics that women are disproportionately
salary, such as institutional budget and geodrawn to may be inherently more intersubdisgraphic cost of living, as well as time available
ciplinary. Or perhaps women are less likely to
to devote to research relative to teaching and
engage in comparative-historical work that
administrative duties.
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Although extensions of this analysis to other
disciplines (Fox and Stephan 2001; Prpic 2002),
and the social sciences and humanities have
professions will be fruitful, I begin with acabeen neglected by the sociology of science and
demics for several reasons. First, the hierarchiknowledge (Guetzkow et al. 2004). Although the
cal nature of academic science (Smith-Doerr
two disciplines differ in age (sociology is older)
2004) and the gender differentials that persist
and size (sociology is bigger in terms of memwithin academe (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, and Uzzi
bership), they both sit at the crossroads of sev2000; Horning 2003; Preston 2004) demand
eral different disciplines and are inherently
explanation. Second, I have conceived of a
diverse fields, making an investigation of indiunique way to measure the extent of research
vidual-level specialization particularly informspecialization for authors of published research.
ative.
While measuring areas of specialization among
a firm’s employees seems feasible (perhaps by
assessing overlap in job descriptions), it is more
DATA SOURCES AND MEASURES
challenging to envision an accurate measure of
To collect data on this sample of linguists and
the extent of specialization, except by gathering
sociologists, I relied on various secondary
self-reported data on task homogeneity (e.g.,
sources and also fielded a Web-based survey in
types of surgery doctors engage in or types of
Spring 2004. With these data, I constructed
cases lawyers take). Third, academia is unique
measures of the key constructs in my theoretiin its high levels of competition, focus on repcal model: productivity, visibility, the extent of
utation and originality, lack of structure, and
research specialization, and earnings.
minimal public demands (Reskin 1977)—thereby warranting separate, in-depth study. I agree
with Xie and Shauman (1998:848) that “it is
PRODUCTIVITY. No single measure of prouseful to restrict the population being studied to
ductivity is adequate or universally accepted
academic scientists, because publication
is gen-by Ingenta
(Fox 1983;
Delivered
to : Long 1992), so I rely on two that are
erally expected, facilitated, and rewarded
for ofcommon
University
Arizona in the literature. Because 38 percent of
scientists employed in academic settings.”
Sun, 29 Jul 2007
22:11:26
scholars
in my sample have no experience pubFocusing my investigation on the disciplines
lishing a book, I use a count of articles published
of sociology (N = 196) and linguistics (N =
in peer-reviewed journals as my primary meas222) also adds to the stringency of my hypothure of research productivity. Using disciplineesis tests, for in these disciplines women have
specific electronic databases—Sociological
been incorporated to a greater extent than in the
Abstracts (SA) and Linguistics and Language
natural sciences. This is evident in an increasBehavior Abstracts (LLBA)—I was able to
ingly equitable gender distribution of recent
access each scholar’s list of articles published
Ph.D.s over time: in 1973, less than 15 percent
in peer-reviewed journals. These databases are
of the professionally young (i.e., Ph.D. within
extensive (they index articles from 6,000 and
the last 10 years), full-time, academic labor
2,000 periodicals, respectively, over a period
force in the social and behavioral sciences was
of more than 30 years) and provide more accuwomen; this increased to 45 percent by 1995.
rate publication histories than do comparable
This contrasts with much lower levels of intedatabases.6 Since the distribution of articles is
gration in the natural sciences and engineerright-skewed, I follow the lead of previous
ing, where in 1995, women only constituted 20
researchers and take the natural log (Allison
and 11 percent of tenure-line faculty, respecand Long 1987; McBrier 2003; Prpic 2002).
tively (National Research Council 2001). The
relatively low levels of segregation in sociology and linguistics provide subsample sizes large
6 The Social Science Citation Index covers only
enough to obtain a high level of statistical power
140 sociology journals since 1970 and the Arts and
for examining gender differences. While many
Humanities Citation Index covers 1,138 arts and
previous studies of gender stratification in acahumanities journals since 1990. The list of journals
deme have focused on a single discipline (Keith
included in SA and LLBA are available online (see
et al. 2002; Long 1992; Reskin 1977), I examhttp://ca1.csa.com/ids70/serials_source_list.php?db=
ine two disciplines because processes of gender
socioabs-set-c and http://ca1.csa.com/ids70/
stratification have been found to differ across
serials_source_list.php?db=llba-set-c).
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including the general classification codes (up to
Research has found alternative measures that
account for coauthorship status to be highly
two are applied to each article) and the detailed
correlated with article counts (Cole and
major descriptors (up to nine are applied to
Zuckerman 1984), but I assess the robustness
each article), both of which are assigned by
of my results to a measure weighted by coautrained staff at Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
thorship nonetheless.
(CSA), the umbrella organization that manages
Although quantity of journal articles is often
both databases.8 The classification codes (CCs)
used to measure productivity among academics
correspond to research areas within disciplines
in research settings (Fox 1992, 2005; Levin and
(e.g., “social movements” in sociology and “lanStephan 1998; Long and McGinnis 1981) and
guage origins” in linguistics), whereas the major
is highly correlated with total productivity that
descriptors (MDs) best capture detailed conincludes books (Reskin 1977, 1978), I also
tent of the paper (e.g., “role models” in sociolincorporate data on books culled from the
ogy and “implicature” in linguistics).
Library of Congress, CVs, and faculty Web
Fortunately, the current lists of keywords (both
pages. This is critical because preferred publiMDs and CCs) are up-to-date and consistent
cation format may be related to other constructs
across time. To measure the extent of specialin my model, namely gender, the extent of speization in scholars’ research programs (see the
cialization, and visibility, in addition to speAppendix), I compare their cumulative number
cialty area (Ward and Grant 1985) and
of journal articles to the cumulative number of
institutional type (Clemens et al. 1995).
unique keywords that describe their articles.
Following the lead of other scholars (Bellas
Specifically, to differentiate scholars who spe1994; Langton and Pfeffer 1994; Xie and
cialize (i.e., devote a large portion of their
Shauman 2003), I weight articles and books
research program to a small set of specialty
equally to construct a second measure of
areas) from those who branch out (i.e., write sucresearch productivity: each scholar’s total numcessive papers on new topics), I use the ratio of
Delivered
7 I doby Ingenta to :
ber of publications (articles plus books).
cumulative number of unique keyword
University ofthe
Arizona
not base my measures of research productivity
Sun, 29 Jul 2007
22:11:26 to the cumulative number of publidescriptors
on self-reports, as several other scholars have
cations (1 – [# of unique keywords / # of pubdone (Fox and Faver 1985; Prpic 2002; Wanner,
lications]). Higher values indicate greater
Lewis, and Gregorio 1981; Xie and Shauman
specialization.
1998), because efforts to recall career-long proBecause specialization scores depend on how
ductivity are subject to error and social desirdetailed the keyword descriptors are (Blau
ability bias. To prevent underrepresenting
1977)—that is, detailed classification systems
women’s productivity (given their more recent
will make productive scholars look more
entrance into academia [Xie and Shauman
diverse, whereas broad classification systems
2003]), I control for professional age (and alterwill make productive scholars look more spenatively, academic rank) when estimating modcialized—I construct this measure using three
els. I do this instead of using time-specific
kinds of keyword descriptors: 1) the detailed
productivity rates because earnings are depenmajor descriptors (there are thousands for each
dent on productivity to date.
field); 2) the broad classification codes (there
are roughly 125 per field); and 3) the broadest
classification code families, which best correTHE EXTENT OF RESEARCH SPECIALIZATION.
spond to broad subfields within disciplines.
The discipline-specific electronic databases,
SA and LLBA, are the source of keyword
descriptors that I use to measure the extent of
research specialization. For every article pub8 The list of all possible classification codes for
lished by every sampled academic, I collected
sociology can be found at http://www.csa.com/
the keywords used to describe the research,
factsheets/supplements/saclass.php, and the list for
7 Attempts to weight articles and books differently have been explored (McElrath 1992), but their
reliability and validity have not been tested.

linguistics can be found at http://www.csa.com/
factsheets/supplements/llbaclass.php. These codes
are applied by trained staff in a systematic and reliable way; coding instructions are also available from
CSA.
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The classification code lists for each discipline
are nested into families comprised of a “parent”
code and one or more subcodes; I collapse each
parent code with its subcodes to create families.
For example, the “complex organization” parent code and all its subcodes (including “military sociology” and “nonprofit organizations”)
constitute a single classification code family
in sociology. Importantly, constructing the specialization measure using each scholar’s distribution of classification code families allows
me to account for the possibility that men and
women specialize in areas that are differentiated to different degrees (i.e., have more subcodes), and using the detailed major descriptors
circumvents the internal heterogeneity of subfields that Moody (2004:219) faced.

to more than 1,000, I take the natural log to
alleviate right skewness.
Citations to articles provided by the Web of
Science cannot capture visibility attained
through the publication of a prominent book, so
I also use data on book awards and book
reviews. I determine the number of book awards
received by each individual by coding information available on CVs and Web sites. The
number of times a scholar’s books have been
reviewed in prestigious journals in the field
(AJS, Social Forces, and Contemporary
Sociology in sociology; Language and Journal
of Linguistics in linguistics) is another measure
of book-based visibility. I obtained this number
by searching for each book in either SA (for
sociologists) or LLBA (for linguists), as these
databases index book reviews as well as journal articles. While higher values on both of
these measures indicate greater visibility, only
book awards capture visibility based on positive
assessments; book reviews, of course, can be
unfavorable.

VISIBILITY. Visibility can be measured in a
variety of ways, including a weighted count of
articles, in which the weights are based on journal prestige or impact factor (Keith et al. 2002;
Levin and Stephan 1989; McBrier 2003).
Perhaps more than journal of publication, howSALARY
Delivered
to :. I obtained data on earnings from
ever, members of academic communities
rely onby Ingenta
University
Arizona
sources. In a Web-based survey fielded in
citation counts to gauge the quality of work
and oftwo
Sun,1986).
29 Jul 2007
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spring
2004, I asked the sampled academics to
the visibility of the author (Diamond
report
their salary, rounded to the nearest
Citation counts may be tapping constructs that
$5,000,
for the 2003 to 2004 academic year.
are related to visibility, such as disciplinary
Because the response rate was 50 percent (which
alliances (Stinchcombe 1982), attempts to flatis actually high for an online survey [Witmer,
ter potential reviewers (Latour 1987), or the
Colman, and Katzman 1998]), I consulted
quality, usefulness, or controversial nature of the
employer records to obtain salary data for the
article (Ferber 1986; Najman and Hewitt 2003),
nonresponders. Although legal restrictions are
but they are also relied upon heavily in promogradually changing (American Association of
tion and tenure decisions and have been shown
University Professors 2004), I was able to secure
to impact academic salary (Diamond 1986;
salary information for almost all sampled facHamermesh et al. 1982; Sauer 1988). Thus, to
ulty members who are employed at public instimeasure visibility, I collected data on citation
tutions—not only the nonresponders. But
counts from the Institute for Scientif ic
because official earnings data are unavailable for
Information’s (ISI) Web of Science, specificalindividuals employed at private institutions, I
ly, the Social Science Citation Index for socirely on their self-reported earnings obtained
ologists and the Arts and Humanities Index for
9
from the Web-based survey, adjusting them to
Linguists. Because this variable ranges from 0
account for the common tendency for all but the
wealthiest individuals to overreport their
income. Using the subsample of individuals for
9 Unlike some studies that determine citation rates
whom I have both self-reported and employerthrough a search on author name (Reskin 1978;
provided salary data, I calculate the difference
Wanner et al. 1981), which only includes sole- and
between the two values (rounding employerfirst-authored papers, I follow Long (1992) and
reported data to the nearest $5,000 to make it
Sonnert (1995) in obtaining citation rates for each
comparable to the self-reported data) and calarticle published by each sampled faculty member
culate the mean of the differences: on average,
and summing them to obtain the total number of
these individuals overreport their income by
citations received by each individual.
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$1,348.10 I subtract this amount from the selfreported salary data provided by respondents at
private institutions and use this as their salary
value in all analyses. Neither the employer-provided data nor the adjusted self-reports include
supplementary salary received from grants, contracts, or consulting work. Because the univariate distribution of salary is right-skewed, I
use the natural log in all analyses.

tutions, obtained from the National Research
Council (Goldberger, Maher, and Flattau 1995).
Data needed to construct additional control variables (e.g., marital and parent status and receipt
of external funding) were obtained from the
Web-based survey and CVs. For the subanalysis of areas of specialization, I construct measures of subf ield characteristics including
productivity (the relative percentage of articles
in my sample that were published in each subfield) and prestige (the number of times each
subfield was represented in its respective discipline’s top journal—ASR and AJS for sociology; Language for linguistics—in 2000).

CONTROL VARIABLES. I rely on a variety of data
sources to construct additional variables, including gender, discipline, and multiple control variables. The gender of respondents is, in most
cases, evident from an examination of first
ANALYTIC STRATEGY
names. In ambiguous cases, I determine gender
from a question on the Web-based survey or
To assess whether visibility and the extent of
from Internet searches (which yielded pictures
research specialization affect faculty salary,
or short biographical sketches that used genderespecially how they may mediate the effect of
specific pronouns). I use university and departgender, I use simultaneous equation modeling,
ment Web sites, guides to graduate programs,
also known as path analysis (Bollen 1989). This
dissertation abstracts, and professional associstatistical method is ideal given that 1) the
ation membership directories to determine each
endogenous variables of interest (productivity,
scholar’s discipline, Ph.D.-granting institution,
visibility, specialization, and ultimately, salary)
Delivered
to :
professional age (current year minus
year ofby Ingenta
continuous, and 2) I am interested in not only
University ofare
Arizona
11
Ph.D. receipt), and current institutional
the22:11:26
direct effects of gender on salary, but the
Sun, 29type
Jul 2007
(public or private). To control for salary comindirect effects that gender might have through
pression, I calculate the number of years scholspecialization and other variables like producars have been at their current institutions from
tivity. This process-oriented, theoretically-specdata available on CVs (which were uploaded by
ified approach examines each part of the chain
survey respondents or found online) and faculseparately, thereby yielding greater underty members’ Web sites. To handle unmeasured
standing (Lieberson 1992:8) than the standard
heterogeneity that remains even within Research
single-equation model of salary differentials
I universities, I control for department prestige
(depicted in Figure 1, Panel A). The standard
of individuals’ current and Ph.D.-granting instimodel, which serves as a baseline for my modeling efforts, is true to economic and many
sociological accounts of earnings differences
once I control for structural influences via sam10 The correlation between self-reported and
pling design (i.e., only sampling Research I
universities) and control statistically for other
employer-provided salaries is .89.
11 Controlling for professional age is necessary
contextual influences, such as discipline and
given the gendered age structure in academia that
department prestige. To the standard model I add
resulted from women’s more recent entrance into the
my key constructs—visibility and the extent of
profession (National Research Council 2001:130). I
research specialization—and specify their varpresent results using professional age rather than a
ious mediating effects. I also estimate separate
highly correlated proxy, academic rank, for theoretmodels for linguistics and sociology to assess
ical reasons and to improve model parsimony.
disciplinary differences in the hypothesized
Previous research has found that adding academic
pathways, and in these models I examine the
rank to salary models produces conservative estiinfluence of area as well as the extent of research
mates of discrimination (Ferree and McQuillan 1998)
specialization.
because rank is a gender-biased variable that itself
To estimate the models, I use the statistical
captures gender discrimination (Alessio 1999;
package AMOS. Rather than deleting data in a
Hoffman 1976; Long, Allison, and McGinnis 1993).
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listwise fashion, which is the default strategy in
articles, or articles and books) and earn about
$13,000 per year less than men, on average (not
most statistical packages, AMOS relies on a
controlling for professional age or academic
full information maximum likelihood estimation
rank). Contrary to some prior research from
procedure. This strategy permits the inclusion
other disciplines (Long 1990), but consistent
of all available data (Anderson 1957) and
with findings from sociology (Ferber 1986,
bypasses the need to impute data, which is ideal
1988; Grant and Ward 1991), men’s research is
given that sophisticated multiple-imputation
cited more than women’s; however this may not
procedures are difficult to combine with simulbe the case when I control for the number of
taneous equation models. The models I present
publications in subsequent multivariate analyassume linear relationships between the varises. Men are also advantaged in terms of bookables of interest; experimenting with the funcbased visibility, as they receive more book
tional form (by including, for example,
awards and book reviews in prestigious journals
specialization squared) does not improve model
compared to women.
fit. I do not present the effect of control variables
The standard model of earnings for academthat fail to reach statistical significance in all the
ic scientists—which includes research producspecified models, including prestige of Ph.D.tivity, gender, and all control variables—is
granting institution, marital history/status, and
presented in Table 2, Model 1. According to
the presence and number of children.12 Given
many goodness-of-fit statistics used for testing
that the measures of salary, visibility, and prosimultaneous equation models, this model does
ductivity are logged, direct paths between them
not fit the data well: the TLI (Tucker-Lewis
(yx) can be interpreted as the elasticity of Y
Index), IFI (Incremental Fit Index), and 1with respect to X, in which a 1 percent rate of
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Er ror of
change in the explanatory variable, X, produces
Approximation) indices are surprisingly far
a  percent rate of change in the endogenous
from their
variable, Y.
Delivered by Ingenta
to : ideal values of one. For this reason,
I
interpret
University of Arizona coefficients cautiously. As might be
expected,
Sun,
29 Jul 2007
22:11:26women and younger scholars are less
RESULTS
productive in terms of research, and productivity improves earnings. Most of the variables
I find significant bivariate differences between
used to explain variation in salary in previous
gender and each of the key endogenous variables
studies are statistically significant and in the
of interest: the extent of research specializaexpected direction, and combined they eliminate
tion, research productivity, visibility, and acathe statistically significant bivariate relationdemic salary (see Table 1). Whether
ship that exists between gender and salary.
specialization is calculated using the detailed
Although the importance of these control varimajor descriptors (making scholars appear
ables should not be overlooked (as productivirather diverse, as indicated by the negative valty alone is not sufficient to remove gender’s
ues), the broad classification codes (perhaps
effect on salary, and together the control varimaking most scholars appear more specialized),
ables account for 50 percent of the variation in
or the broader classification code families,
salary), my focus here is on the constructs of viswomen’s research programs are significantly
ibility and specialization and how they mediate
less specialized than men’s, as hypothesized.
the traditionally specified relationships between
Consistent with previous research, women pubgender, productivity, and earnings.
lish less than men (they have six fewer publiAdding citation counts as a measure of visications on average, whether the count includes
bility and specifying mediating effects improves
the model considerably—the TLI, IFI, and 1RMSEA values increase toward their ideal max12 Although I was careful to ask about “the numimum of one—but the model still fits the data
ber of children you have helped raise in your housepoorly (see Table 2, Model 2). Interpreting coefhold,” which could include biological, adopted, and
ficients with caution, I find that visibility is a
stepchildren, more detailed information, perhaps on
significant part of the process: men produce
timing of child-bearing (Fox 2005), may be needed
more, productivity increases visibility, and visto completely understand the impact of children on
ibility increases salary. Specifically, a 1 persalary.
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Table 1. Bivariate Relationships Between Gender and Endogenous Variables

SPECIALIZATION
—Extent of Research Specialization: Major Descriptors
——mean
——median
——SD
—Extent of Research Specialization: Classification Codes
——mean
——median
——SD
—Extent of Research Specialization: Classification Code Families
——mean
——median
——SD
PRODUCTIVITY
—Cumulative Number of Journal Articles
——mean
——median
——SD
—Cumulative Number of Publications (articles plus books)
——mean
——median
——SD
VISIBILITY
—Cumulative Number of Citations to Journal Publications
——mean
Delivered by Ingenta to :
——median
University of Arizona
——SD
Sun, 29 Jul 2007 22:11:26
—Number of Book Awards
——mean
——median
——SD
—Number of Book Reviews in Top Journals
——mean
——median
——SD
SALARY
—2003–04 Academic Year Salary, in Dollars
——mean
——median
——SD
Subsample Size

Men

Women

–2.43***
–2.25
1.29

–2.86***
–2.73
1.34

.40*
.5
.34

.35*
.42
.34

.49*
.58
.33

.43*
.5
.34

15.6***
12.0
13.5

9.5***
7.0
8.15

16.9***
13.5
14.8

10.3***
8.0
9.0

202.7***
54
412.6

85.4***
23
175.7

2.6*
0
.8

1.3*
0
.4

1.8*
1
2.5

1.3*
1
1.4

85,002***
75,000
29,436
255

71,776***
65,000
22,985
162

Note: Significant group differences are indicated by * p ≤ .05; ** p < .01; *** p ≤ .001 (one-tailed tests).

cent increase in productivity produces a 2 percent increase in citations, and a 10 percent
increase in citations produces almost a half of
a percent (.4 percent) increase in earnings.
Gender continues to have a significant and
direct effect on productivity, but not on salary.
This model, which incorporates a measure of
visibility, wipes out the statistically significant
relationship between productivity and salary
that is apparent in Model 1. Human capital the-

ory focuses on productivity, but in the “reputational work organizations” (Whitley 2000) of
academia, visibility appears to be a stronger
and more proximate predictor of salary levels
than productivity itself.
Adding the extent of research specialization
in addition to visibility provides the best-fitting
model (see Table 2, Model 3). The TLI, IFI,
and 1-RMSEA are much closer to their ideal
value of one (.85, .96, and .80 respectively).
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Table 2. The Mediating Effects of Visibility and Specialization on the Relationship Between
Gender and Salary: Unstandardized Regression Coefficients and Standard Errors
Model 1
Standard Model
Coef.

SE

Effects on Salary
—VISIBILITY (cumulative # citations)
.—
.—
—GENDER (female = 1)
–.03
.02
—PRODUCTIVITY (cumulative # articles)
.08*** .02
—Field (sociology = 1)
.15*** .03
—Professional age (years since Ph.D.)
.020*** .003
—Public institution (yes = 1)
–.09*** .03
—Department prestige ranking
–.01*** .00
—Number years at current institution
–.01*** .00
—External funding (yes = 1)
.05
.03
—Constant
10.92*** .05
.50
—R2
Effects on Visibility
—SPECIALIZATION (using MDs)
.—
.—
—PRODUCTIVITY (cumulative # articles)
.—
.—
—Constant
.—
.—
.—
—R2
Effects on Productivity
—SPECIALIZATION (using MDs)
.—
.—
—GENDER (female = 1)
–.40***
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Effects on Specialization
—GENDER (female = 1)
.—
.—
—Constant
.—
.—
.—
—R2
Chi-square Test Statistic (T)
2005.5
Degrees of Freedom
27
Tucker-Lewis Index (ideal = 1)
.40
Incremental Fit Index (ideal = 1)
.76
1-RMSEA (ideal = 1)
.6
N
418

Model 2
with Visibility

Model 3
with
Specialization

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

.04***
–.03
.01
.11***
.02***
–.09***
–.01***
–.01***
.04
10.95***
.51

.01
.02
.02
.03
.00
.03
.00
.00
.03
.05

.04***
–.03
.02
.11***
.02***
–.09***
–.01***
–.01**
.04
10.95***
.51

.01
.02
.02
.03
.00
.03
.00
.00
.03
.05

.—
.—
1.78*** .07
–.40*** .17
.60

–.13*
.06
1.89*** .09
–.99*** .33
.61

.—
.—
–.44*** .09
2.32*** .06
.05

.39*** .03
–.25*** .09
3.28*** .09
.35

.—
.—

.—
.—

.—
1124.3
24
.62
.86
.7
418

–.48*** .14
–2.45*** .08
.03
376.1
20
.85
.96
.8
418

* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .01; *** p ≤ .001 (two-tailed tests except for all hypothesized pathways [in CAPS]).

Results from this final model are also presented in Figure 2. I only include the hypothesized
paths that are statistically significant and in the
hypothesized direction. The largest and most
significant pathway by which gender affects
salary is as follows: women specialize less than
men, specialization increases productivity, and
productivity boosts visibility, which in turn
enhances salary. By pursuing diverse rather
than specialized research programs, women are
not producing as much,13 and by producing less
13 Adding specialization in Model 3 helps explain
30 percent of the variation in productivity and reduces

they are not as visible, and this takes a toll on
their salary. These processes operate even after
controlling for various institutional-, departmental-, and individual-level characteristics.
Contrary to expectations, however, I find that

the magnitude of the gender coefficient by 40 percent. Gender differences remain, likely because I
have not controlled for all relevant structural characteristics, such as social networks, research assistance, hours devoted to teaching, service, and
mentoring, as well as marriage type, all of which help
explain women’s tendency to produce less (Fox 2005;
Tolbert 1986; Xie and Shauman 1998).
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Figure 2. Significant Hypothesized Pathways from Table 3, Model 3 (Best-Fitting Model)
Note: Figure reports unstandardized effects.

lish in “home” journals (i.e., journals with “soc”
specializing does not increase visibility, at least
directly (the coefficient is actually negative and
in the title for sociologists and “ling” or “lang”
significant): it is only through increased proin the title for linguists), and their articles pubductivity that specializing boosts visibility (the
lished in such journals do not garner a disprototal effect of specialization on visibility is posportionate share of their total citations. The
itive). The surprising negative effect of speresults depicted in Figure 2 are also robust to
cialization on visibility cannot be attributed
Deliveredtoby Ingenta
to :
more restrictive
subsamples, as when I exclude
University
Arizona with three or fewer publications, and
either subfield productivity or subfield
pres- ofscholars
Sun,
29 Jul 2007 22:11:26
tige: although scholars in prestigious
subfields
when I remove demographers and criminoloare less likely to specialize, neither subfield
gists—whose productivity is underrepresented
prestige nor productivity is significantly relatin SA14—from the subset of sociologists.
ed to visibility at the 10 percent level (results not
The implicit causal ordering specified in the
shown).
models above holds up to additional empirical
The main pathway by which gender affects
scrutiny. I conducted supplemental analyses
earnings is robust to alternative measures and
that restrict the cumulative publication count to
subsamples. When I use the number of publiarticles published before 1996 and citation
cations (articles and books) or a coauthorcounts to the years 1996 to 2004, and the results
weighted count of journal articles to tap
productivity, and the number of book awards or
book reviews in top journals to tap visibility, the
primary pathway of direct effects remains statistically significant (see Table 3, Models 3a to
3d), with the exception that the number of
reviews published on a scholar’s book(s) does
not significantly impact earnings, likely because
reviews can bring negative as well as positive
visibility. The unexpected negative effect of
specialization on visibility from Model 3 is the
only result not robust to these alternative measures, and this is supported by additional analyses. If specialization did reduce visibility, we
might suspect that specialists are productive
and visible only in small, specialized niches
rather than their larger “home” disciplines.
However, specialists are no less likely to pub-

14 As suggested by a reviewer, I compared articles

gleaned from CVs and articles obtained from the
relevant discipline-specific electronic database (SA
or LLBA) for 20 randomly selected scholars. For
both fields, articles culled from CVs were four years
older, on average (clearly an artifact of the databases’ floors, before which articles are not indexed). In
sociology, articles published by criminologists and
demographers were underrepresented in SA—suggesting that my measures underreport their productivity. In Linguistics, there were few systematic
omissions from LLBA, at least by substantive topic.
It was mostly journals from other regions (“Journal
of Arab Affairs”) and disciplines (philosophy, geography, cultural studies, education) that were not
included in LLBA.

Note:
Dagger in
Melior
(the table
head face)
is a
different
design
than the
dagger in
Times
Roman
(Table text
face).

墌

They are
the same
symbol.

Productivity:

ln (# articles
+ # books)

Model 3c

–.03*
.05**

–.09
1.06***
.64***
–.18*
–.54***
418

–.13*
1.89***
.39***
–.25***
–.48***
418
–.54**
418

.64***
–.18*

.11*
–.04
.05**

.04***
–.03
.02

–.54**
418

.64***
–.18*

–.43
1.21***

.01
–.04
.05**

Model 3d
Model 3e

–.48**
418

.40***
–.25***

–.07
1.76***

.04***
–.03
.01

ln (# articles
weighted by
authorship)

Model 3f
Model 3g

–.05**
418

3.30*
–.28**

–1.17*
1.89***

.04***
–.03
.01

–.49*
418

.03*
–.43**

–.02
1.78***

.04***
–.03
.02

–.06*
418

1.79***
–.33**

–.34
1.86***

.04***
–.03
.02

Relative to Relative to
Theoretical Empirical Classification
Distribution Distribution
Codes

Alternative Measure(s) Used:

receipt of # book reviews
book award in top journal

ln (# articles
+ # books)

Model 3b

.04***
–.03
.02

ln (# articles
+ # books)

Model 3a
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† This column is from Table 2, for reference.
Note: Although all control variables were included in each model, I only present results for hypothesized effects.
* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .01; *** p ≤ .001 (one-tailed tests).

Effects on Salary
—Visibility
—Gender
—Productivity
Effects on Visibility
—Specialization
—Productivity
Effects on Productivity
—Specialization
—Gender
Effects on Specialization
—Gender
Sample Size

ln (# cites)

ln (# articles)

Specialization:

Visibility:

Major
Descriptors

Model 3†

Table 3. Respecification of Model 3 Using Alternative Measures of Specialization, Productivity, and Visibility: Unstandardized Coefficients for
Hypothesized Pathways

–.08*
418

1.99***
–.29**

–.27
1.85***

.04***
–.03
.02

Classification
Code
Families

Model 3h
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are robust to this change, suggesting that prothan sociologists (55 percent) has book publishing experience. Gender differences (see
ductivity does influence visibility. To temper
Table 4, Models 4a and 5a) are more pronounced
endogeneity concerns regarding the relationin sociology than in linguistics: gender’s negaship between specialization and productivity, I
tive effect on specialization (–.26) reaches a
respecify the best-fitting model in several ways.
higher level of statistical significance and is
First, the extent of specialization measure is
double the size of the comparable effect in linrecalculated by basing it only on articles pubguistics (–.13); and gender’s negative effect on
lished before the year 2000, and total producproductivity and earnings is only apparent in
tivity is calculated during a limited and later
sociology, not linguistics. More importantly,
interval (2000 to 2004). Results are robust to this
the nonrobust direct effect of specialization on
change. Second, even when I allow for a recipvisibility is, as initially hypothesized, positive—
rocal effect between specialization and probut only for sociology. Specialization’s total
ductivity (which is possible in path analysis), the
effect on earnings is still positive in both fields,
direction and significance of specialization’s
but the effect is slightly stronger in sociology
effect on productivity do not change. Third, and
(.22 in sociology versus .18 in linguistics). Even
perhaps most critically, I devised two alternative
though I am less successful in explaining varimeasures of specialization that are purged of
ance in visibility for linguists (R2sociology = .59,
productivity’s influence. The positive correlation
R2linguistics = .37), visibility is a stronger predictor
between specialization and productivity (.47)
of earnings for linguists than it is for sociolomay very well be tapping a real relationship;
gists: the standardized total effect of visibility
however, the maximum specialization score one
on earnings is .13 in sociology and .33 in lincan obtain depends on the number of articles
15
guistics.
produced. To account for this potential artifact,
I also conducted a variety of supplemental
I calculate two relative measures of specializaanalyses
tion: 1) I compare each scholar’s absolute
speDelivered by Ingenta to to: help delineate why women specialless than men in both disciplines. Women
cialization score (described in the Appendix)
to ofize
University
Arizona
may
specialize in areas with greater differentiSun, 29 Jul 2007
22:11:26
the theoretically possible value of specialization
ation and breadth (i.e., more subcodes)—but
for his or her productivity level, and I use the
when the extent of specialization is calculated
resultant percentile value; and 2) I compare
using keywords at three levels of specificity
each scholar’s absolute specialization score to
(even the classification code families that colthe empirical distribution for his or her prolapse all subcodes), the results are robust (see
ductivity level, capturing where, in percentile
Table 3, Models 3g and 3h), suggesting that the
terms, the scholar falls relative to others in the
breadth of women’s areas does not explain their
sample with the same productivity level.
propensity to specialize less than men. Or perAlternatively substituting in these two measures
haps women work in smaller or less productive
(see Table 3, Models 3e and 3f) does not alter
subfields, or in less valued, female-dominated
the main substantive findings from the bestsubfields, which encourages them to branch
fitting model that are depicted in Model 3 and
out. To assess this possibility, I determine the
Figure 2.
modal specialty area (classification code) for
The primary pathway by which gender affects
each scholar and each area’s productivity and
earnings holds for each discipline, however,
prestige. Only in sociology do men and women
some differences are apparent. To compare distend to have different modal interests: women
ciplines, I use standardized coefficients and the
are likely to specialize in education and the
more comprehensive measure of productivity
family, whereas men tend to specialize in relithat includes books as well as articles, because
gion and intergroup relations. This is not the
a larger percentage of linguists (65 percent)
case in linguistics, where women’s two most
popular modal areas (phonology and syntax) are
the same as men’s. To the discipline-specific
15 For example, if two scholars have each studied
models (Table 4, Models 4a and 5a), I add binaone research area, the scholar with 10 publications
ry variables for these subfields (as well as “socion that topic will look more specialized (1 – [1/10]
ology of gender,” which previous research has
= .9) than the scholar with five publications on that
found to be female-dominated [Ward and Grant
topic (1– [1/5] = .8).
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Table 4. Disciplinary Differences: Standardized Regression Coefficients and Standard Errors

墌

Model 3a
Full Sample†

Model 4a
Linguists

Model 5a
Sociologists

Std. Coef.

Std. Coef.

Std. Coef.

.26***
–.05
.09
.50

.33**
.03
.03
.46

.13*
–.10
.20*
.60

–.06
.71***
.61

–.05
.64**
.37

Note:
Dagger in Effects on Salary
—Visibility (cumulative # citations)
Melior —Gender (female = 1)
(the table —Productivity (cumulative # publications)
head face) —R2
is a Effects on Visibility
different —Specialization (using MDs)
(cumulative # publications)
design —Productivity
—R2
than the
Effects on Productivity
dagger in —Specialization (using MDs)
Times —Gender (female = 1)
Roman —R2
(Table text Effects on Specialization
face). —Gender (female = 1)
—R2

They are Chi-square Test Statistic (T)
the same Degrees of Freedom
symbol. Tucker-Lewis Index (ideal = 1)
Incremental Fit Index (ideal = 1)
1-RMSEA (ideal = 1)
N

.75***
–.06*
.35

.83***
.02
.69

–.16***
.03

345.3
20
.86
.96
.82
Delivered by Ingenta
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University418
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–.13
.02
92.65
17
.93
.98
.86
222

.26**
.56***
.59
.67***
–.11*
.50
–.26**
.07
126.50
17
.91
.97
.83
196

29 Jul 2007
22:11:26
† This column is Model 3a from Table 3, Sun,
for reference,
but here
coefficients are standardized.
* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .01; *** p ≤ .001 (one-tailed tests).
1995]) and variables tapping subfield productivity and prestige, allowing each to mediate
the relationship between gender and the extent
of specialization. Interestingly, however, not
one of these variables is able to explain women’s
lower degree of specialization. Even though
specializing in a prestigious subfield discourages specialization, women are not more likely than men to specialize in prestigious areas
(results not shown). Finally, I explored the possibility that women specialize less than men
because they are more likely to hold joint
appointments, and thus need to publish widely
to please two departments; however, this is not
supported in my statistical models.16

16 I thank a reviewer for suggesting this intuitive
possibility. Even if women are no more likely than
men to hold joint appointments, their work may still
be more interdisciplinary in nature. If this is the case,
women’s degree of specialization is likely overesti-

DISCUSSION
Why do some individuals earn more than others? When academic fields were small and
homogenous, researchers primarily relied on
productivity to explain earnings differentials. As
academic fields grew and diversified demographically with the influx of women and
minorities, sociologists began accounting for
important structural influences on earnings,
such as institutional type and prestige. And now,
as we recognize that a large degree of specialization has accompanied scientific progress
(Blau 1994), I find that other factors are relevant, too. Even after accounting for productivity and various structural influences (discipline,
department prestige, university type), I find

mated, given the disciplinary nature of journals
indexed in CSA databases, unless women’s articles
in non-CSA journals are on the same topics as their
articles published in CSA journals.
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that a typically neglected variable (visibility) and
the measure or subsample used, the link between
a heretofore unconceptualized variable (the
specialization and visibility should be explored
extent of research specialization) play signififurther. With my data, I am able to determine
cant roles in the process by which earnings are
that specialists in sociology are no more likely
determined. Specifically, specializing increasto publish in general, home-discipline journals
es productivity (and for sociologists, visibility
and do not publish in a wider variety of jouras well), productivity increases visibility, and
nals—two factors that might have explained
visibility boosts earnings. Productivity is not, as
specialization’s positive effect on visibility in
human capital theorists like to think, the prime
that field. In sociology, perhaps specialists’
driver of earnings. In fact, at least in the acawork is more visible to colleagues in the same
demic realm studied here, only visibility has a
specialty than to colleagues outside it, and tight
direct effect on salary; productivity is a less
circles of mutual “referring” enhance visibiliproximate cause. These results are robust to a
ty within a subfield and eventually broader
variety of alternative measures, subsamples,
fields. Linguistics’ stronger core, however, may
and model specifications.
encourage even specialists to be aware of work
These findings shed light on one of the most
going on in other subfields and fields—as Cole
persistent dimensions of earnings inequality:
and Cole (1973) found in physics—such that
the gender dimension (Fox 1981). Despite major
specialists are cited just as frequently as nonlegislative gains since the early 1970s, gender
specialists. Future research could explore
differences in salary persist not only between
whether specialization affects not only cumuoccupations (Kilbourne et al. 1994) but also
lative visibility (as tapped here), but also the
within them (Bernhardt, Morris, and Handcock
speed with which authors’ ideas become known
1995), even in ostensibly meritocratic and unito the scientific community (van Dalen and
versalistic fields like academic science (Merton
Henkens 2005).
1949). Previous research by economists
and
Although
Delivered by Ingenta
to : my primary interest is the extent of
sociologists has explained a large portion
of
specialization,
I highlight the strong and robust
University of Arizona
the gender difference in earnings; indeed,
effect
that scholarly visibility has on earnings,
Sun, 29 the
Jul 2007
22:11:26
$13,000 difference between men and women’s
especially for linguists. In fact, at least in the
salaries in my sample of linguists and socioloacademic disciplines studied here, visibility
gists (evident in Table 1) is easily explained
trumps human capital theory’s main explana(that is, rendered statistically insignificant) by
tion—productivity—for gender differences in
including research productivity as well as consalary. More accurately, we can conceive of
textual variables culled from previous studies.
productivity as more of a root cause (itself
My research adds an understanding of how genaffected by specialization and gender) and visder, productivity, and salary are related. Why do
ibility as more of a proximate cause of earnings
women produce less than men? Largely because
differentials. Although reputation might be difthey do not specialize as much. Why do women
ficult to assess in anything but a rather crude
earn less than men? Largely because they are not
way that distinguishes the best from the rest, a
as visible in their scholarly communities.
hierarchy based on reputation pervades every
Visibility and the extent of research specializascientific field (Andersen 2000) and is clearly
tion are critical to a complete understanding of
consequential for earnings. Assessing the monwhy female academics earn less than their male
etary value of academic work, like other creative
counterparts.
products (Beckert and Rossel 2004), is extremeAll of the hypothesized effects are statistically
ly difficult, so administrators and department
significant and in the expected direction, except
heads reduce the uncertainty inherent in this
for one: specialization’s effect on visibility. This
task by taking visibility into account. My findeffect is not robust; its significance depends on
ings suggest that future studies of academic
the measure used and its direction depends on
earnings should no longer neglect this key conthe subsample analyzed. As hypothesized, spestruct.
cializing does increase visibility, but only for
While previous research has found that spesociologists. Although the total (direct plus indicialty areas shape collaboration patterns (Moody
rect) effect of specialization on the ultimate
2004), publication outlet (Karides et al. 2001),
outcome—earnings—is positive regardless of
and visibility (Ward et al. 1992), my data sug-
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gest that specialty areas do not help explain
evaluations of specialization trends in science
one of my key findings: that women specialize
more generally.
less than men. Indeed, neither binary variables
Further research is needed to validate, extend,
capturing subfields nor variables capturing subrefine, and assess the generalizability of the
field characteristics such as productivity and
comprehensive model of earnings inequality
prestige significantly mediate the relationship
that I put forward here. To the extent that socibetween gender and the extent of specialization.
ology and linguistics are representative of their
Perhaps women’s propensity to specialize less
disciplinary types, I feel comfortable making
than men is related to the quantity and types of
claims about social scientific and humanities
their collaborative relationships, especially their
disciplines in academia. But extending this
embeddedness in advisor-based networks (Burt
analysis to other fields in academia, particularly
1998; Kanter 1977), their tendency to follow a
those in the natural and life sciences, is crucial,
“niche approach” by creating their own areas of
for in more capital-intensive and equipmentexpertise (Sonnert and Holton 1995), or their
reliant bench sciences, specialization may operviews about what specializing implies: women
ate quite differently. To construct a more general
may diversify because they think it demontheory of how the extent of specialization alters
strates scholarly breadth, whereas men specialor maintains gendered earnings patterns, it is
ize because they think diversification indicates
also imperative to investigate nonacademic
a failure to excel in one area (Zuckerman et al.
fields of work. The most difficult aspect of this
2003). Future studies intent on pursuing the
effort will be developing ways to measure the
link between gender and the extent of specialextent of specialization in such fields. Tam
ization should ideally gather a sufficient num(1997) was able to tap something similar—
ber of cases in each specialty area and collect
“specialized training”—using national survey
data on scholarly networks, niche approaches,
data on a sample of employees in various fields,
and views about what it means to specialize.
but thetoamount
of time spent investing in jobDelivered by Ingenta
:
Importantly, my findings about specializaspecific,
nontransferable
skills is not equivalent
University of Arizona
tion’s positive effects on scholars’ Sun,
career29outto22:11:26
the construct of interest to me, which conJul 2007
comes cannot, and should not, be extended to
cerns the diversity or homogeneity of a perother levels of analysis. My focus is specialson’s work output. For lawyers, the extent of
ization in individual scholars’ research prospecialization may be assessed from their disgrams, not individual research papers or
tribution of effort across types of law (e.g., famscientific fields as a whole. Specialized research
ily, criminal, tax, patent). For artists, it may be
papers may not reap the same benefits. In fact,
a function of the types of media they employ or
boundaries between subfields are somewhat
the types of art they produce (e.g., oil, sculpture,
permeable (Stinchcombe 1994; Zuckerman et
charcoal). For business people, I can imagine a
al. 2003) and my concurrent research suggests
relative measure of specialization that assesses
that papers that cannot be easily classified into
the degree to which one’s job description is
one subfield are most likely to reap long-term
unique within the firm; though differences
benefits such as high citation counts (Leahey
between this (possibly less portable) kind of
2007). Increased specialization may also be disspecialization and specialization in academics’
advantageous for scientific fields more generresearch programs may have important implially (Blau 1994; Calhoun 1992; Collins 1994;
cations for the theory.
Davis 1994; Stinchcombe 1994; Turner and
Knowing that visibility and specialization
Turner 1990). We need more empirical evidence
are critical to earnings inequality, especially
to assess whether specialization serves as a
along gender lines, has both applied and theobedrock for more advanced, creative work or
retical implications. Practically, it should help
whether it signifies narrow, anti-intellectual
individuals chart their careers and help institutrends (Abbott 2001; Dogan and Pahre 1989a,
tions devise strategies for ameliorating gender
1990; Foucault 1977; Kuhn 1977; Wagnerinequality in academia. Theoretically, my findDobler 1997). In this study, my goal was to
ings stand on a strong foundation of earlier
examine individuals and their career outcomes
work. Because the two key variables in my
to test hypotheses about gender differences in
analysis—visibility and the extent of research
salary, but it may also serve as a foundation for
specialization—serve as intervening rather than
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extraneous variables, the results of previous
studies cannot be discounted, only illuminated.
Productivity is part of the process, but alone it
is not enough to explain earnings inequality.
My findings, when paired with sociological
accounts of structural influences on academic
careers, provide a thorough, if complex, understanding of earnings disparity in academia.
Combined, they contribute to a more processoriented understanding and help answer the
questions “how?” and “through what means?”
These results suggest multiple avenues for future
research on the mechanisms involved in creating and maintaining inequality, especially as
academic fields continue to struggle with the

perceived tension between individual specialization and broader interdisciplinary trends.
Erin Leahey is Assistant Professor of sociology at the
University of Arizona. Her research examines the
relationships among research methods and practice,
scientific fields, and inequality. She has published
articles on how professional status affects statistical
significance testing (Social Forces 2005) and data
editing (Sociological Methods and Research 2003),
on mixed methods (Social Science Research 2007),
and on gender differences in productivity (Gender &
Society 2006). She is currently examining differences in the reception of subfield-specific and subfield-spanning research to understand one way by
which innovative work is produced.

APPENDIX
Table A.—Construction of the Extent of Specialization Measure
Panel A. Publication-level information used to construct the measure
Underlined keyword descriptors are those that are new to the scholar’s research program. Sociologist #1, who first
began publishing in 1996, has the most diverse research program, covering seven unique subfields within sociology over the course of nine publications. Sociologist #3, who entered the field in 1984, has the most specialized research
program, covering only two subfields (group processes and social network analysis) in his 12 publications since that
time. Sociologist #2 has also only published in two subfields (occupations and professions and sociology of genby Ingenta
to his
: specialization score is not as high as that
der) but is professionally younger and has Delivered
fewer publications,
and thus
University of Arizona
of Sociologist #3.
Year

Publication Outlet

Sun, 29 Jul 2007 22:11:26

Hypothetical Sociologist #1
1996 Journal of Marriage and the Family
1997 Social Science Research
1997 Sociological Forum
1998 Deviant Behavior
1999 Social Forces
2000 Law and Society
2001 American Journal of Sociology
2001 Sociological Inquiry
2002 Gender and Society
2003 Journal of Marriage and the Family
2003 Law and Society
2004 American Sociological Review
Hypothetical Sociologist #2
2001 Research in Stratification and Mobility
2002 Sociology
2003 Work and Occupations
2003 Gender and Society
2004 Social Forces
Hypothetical Sociologist #3
1984 Advances in Group Processes
1985 Social Psychology Quarterly
1986 Sociological Perspectives
1986 Social Forces
1987 American Sociological Review

Classification Code #1

Classification Code #2

1941: sociology of the family
1941: sociology of the family
1636: sociology of law
2151: juvenile delinquency
2151: juvenile delinquency
1636: sociology of law
2148: social work
2151: juvenile delinquency
2983: sociology of gender
1941: sociology of the family
1636: sociology of law
1636: sociology of law

1636: sociology of law

2190: family violence

1939: adolescence and youth

1020: occupations and professions
1020: occupations and professions
1020: occupations and professions
1020: occupations and professions 2983: sociology of gender
2983: sociology of gender
0309: group processes
0309: group processes
0309: group processes
0309: group processes
0309: group processes

0665: social network analysis
(Continued on next page)
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Table A.—(Continued)
Year

Publication Outlet

Classification Code #1

Classification Code #2

1988
1990
1991
1994
1995
1998
2001

Social Networks
Social Networks
Social Psychology Quarterly
Annual Review of Sociology
Sociological Methodology
American Journal of Sociology
Sociological Methods and Research

0665: social network analysis
0665: social network analysis
0309: group processes
0309: group processes
0665: social network analysis
0665: social network analysis
0665: social network analysis

0665: social network analysis
0309: group processes

Panel B. Measure used in analyses
Because articles receive at the most two classification codes that describe their content, the measure has a minimum
value of “–1” for scholars who pursue a new subfield with each publication (e.g., [1 – (2/1)] = –1) and a maximum
value close to “1” for scholars who publish repeatedly on the same topic (e.g., [1 – (1/12)] = .92). The same range
holds for the specialization measure when it is derived from classification code families. However, because each
article can have up to nine major descriptors, and the major descriptors tap relatively narrow subjects, the number
of unique major descriptors is typically much greater than the number of cumulative publications. Thus, when the
specialization score is calculated using major descriptors, values less than –1 are common. Note that I always weight
coauthored and single-authored pieces equally, as Wagner-Dobler (1997) and others have, because whether one worked
on a piece alone or in collaboration with others should not diminish or enhance the prominence of that subfield in
one’s research program.

Sociologist #1
Sociologist #2
Sociologist #3

#CCs

#PUBS

1 – ( #CCs / #PUBS )

the cumulative number of
unique classification codes

the cumulative
number of publications

extent of
specialization measure

7
2
2
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